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1 Introduction

1.1 Following the Transform Scotland Members' Session of 1 November at which the attached discussion paper 
on "City transport governance" was considered, I thought that I should present to you the original version - 
but add now some covering comments as a result of reactions from the good number of people present on 
that day.

1.2 The paper attracted at best conditional support - my guess as a result of a feeling that Transport Scotland 
was doing a decent job in many respects; perhaps because organisations see the need for a national focus 
and one which can provide them with funding; perhaps because the organisational landscape would become 
more complicated with little perceived gain for some areas; perhaps because it seemed to be a local 
problem for Edinburgh, not really replicated elsewhere.

1.3 My bias is to the local. I believe that that's where people most truly find their identity and sense of 
community. It's where, therefore, they tend to devote their energies of thought and practical action. A 
national sense of identity is, of course, also important - but, despite the current constitutional debate, I 
would argue that at national level there is no lack of representative structures in Scotland as far as transport 
and planning are concerned. The Scottish Parliament and government possess most of the powers and 
monies which they need to address these issues.

1.4 There is, though, a lack of powers and monies to address local concerns - and, indeed, devolution to 
Scotland has not led to devolution within Scotland. In fact, quite the reverse in many areas, including in 
transport where, to cite the most obvious example, Strathclyde Passenger Transport was stripped of all its 
rail powers and monies - you may recall that the ScotRail franchise, currently once again being put out to 
tender, previously required SPT's consent in order for it to be awarded. That was quite a powerful card with 
which to address more local concerns.

1.5 All that has gone now - and never did exist for those of us living outwith the Strathclyde area.

1.6 My paper is thus an attempt to achieve a better balance of powers and financing when addressing transport 
concerns in Scotland.

1.7 And it's not really just an Edinburgh issue. You may well know of other examples - but, since I represent 
Railfuture Scotland on the Board or Transform Scotland, it's appropriate here to quote from a 
letter published in "Scotland on Sunday" on 17 November from Ken Sutherland,  Railfuture Scotland's 
research officer:

"This unelected and domineering quango [Transport Scotland] continues to frustrate local 
authority aspirations for new/reopened lines/stations and necessary safeguarding of land for rail 
improvements. East Renfrewshire Council’s hopes for new Barrhead South and Uplawmoor park 
and ride stations were brutally crushed by Transport Scotland’s demand that such improvements 
were removed from their Local Development Plan.

“Progress on Strathclyde Partnership for Transport’s long planned Crossrail route is also being 
blocked by the civil servant bureaucrats despite a sound business case for a more efficient and 
competitive railway already having been confirmed.

“Local authority initiative and dynamic were the key drivers that made Scotland a UK “pace setter” 
in new/reopened stations and lines, invariably generating patronage far higher than expected."
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1.8 I wouldn't castigate Transport Scotland quite so severely - they have done some impressive work in recent 
years, not least on the rail front. But it is true that local authorities have been told to remove references to 
proposed local stations from their local development plans where there is no worked-up cost-benefit 
analysis or realistic prospect of funding to support such proposals - and, of course, funding can most times 
only come from Transport Scotland anyway! There seems something rather wrong in all of this! Moreover, 
deleting such proposals from local development plans leads to the removal of any statutory protection 
these might have from alternative development which might effectively block their use for rail-based public 
transport. It has been estimated, for instance, that around, I think, 40% of the capital cost of the re-instated 
Borders railway can be accounted for by breaches in the solum of the old line.  

1.9 I would argue, therefore, that our cities ought, if they so wish, to be given the powers and monies to 
determine their own local priorities in terms of transport and planning - and that national bodies should be 
there to set the parameters (of sustainability and social justice, for instance) within which these decisions 
can be made and to take forward and finance those schemes which are truly national in scope (such as 
Scottish inter-city rail links, national cycle networks, etc.).

1.10 It's a bias to the local - and, although given these powers, it would be up to each city and regional body to 
determine whether they wished to use them and draw down the concomitant and mandatory monies from 
the national body.

1.11 I hope that Board members will view these proposals supportively.

•••••
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City transport governance
Discussion paper from Lawrence Marshall
For discussion at 01/11/13 Transform Scotland Members’ Session

2 Introduction

 Message from Lawrence Marshall, Railfuture Scotland representative on board of Transform Scotland:

 “Please find below my discussion paper for the Members' Session. It's meant to provoke discussion!”

3 Lawrence’s discussion points

• Cities are sustainable

• We need to make them more so

• We should build in the city where possible - not beyond it

• We need to reverse current transport thinking which encourages development outwith cities at the 
expense of enhancing travel opportunities within them

• Local people care about their cities most - we need to wrest powers and budgets from central 
government to achieve true local control of our cities.

• We need, in other words, to establish powerful and well-resourced Planning and Transport Authorities 
(PTAs) for our cities. In other areas the local council would fulfil this role itself. There are plenty models 
abroad to follow - some even in the UK!

• City-regions are also important - but currently lack focus, authority and funds. Regional Transport 
Partnerships (RTPs) should work with their local PTA to maintain and develop regional transport networks. 
Representation on RTPs should be based on population. Again there are plenty models to learn from 
elsewhere.

• Transport Scotland should be responsible for schemes of national importance

• An independent panel of MSPs, councillors and academics should be set up to adjudicate on disputes 
arising between PTAs, RTPs and Transport Scotland

• Both PTAs and RTPs would be statutory bodies

• Together they would receive a minimum of 50% of the overall Scottish transport budget - shared out 
according to population. They would also have powers to raise additional funds themselves

• In everything we do there should be a bias to the local.

I was born in and have lived almost all my life in Edinburgh - our nation's capital but not our largest city. I care 
about my city - and I know that others care for Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Inverness, Stirling and Perth and have 
their ideas for them. But I know Edinburgh best - so, by way of example:

• Isn't it crazy that it's easier and quicker to get into the city centre from Dalgety Bay than from Drylaw, 
from Musselburgh than from Morningside?
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• Why does the Scottish Government effectively insist on local authorities allocating greenfield land for 
housing - when loads of brownfield sites stand abandoned in the city?

• Why does the South Suburban railway stand virtually unused in a congested city?

• Why does Transport Scotland have all the money and the powers?

• We need devolution within Scotland - not just to Scotland. In fact, the Scottish Parliament has shown 
itself to be a centralising body - there's a great irony there!

• Local bodies in control of their cities - with powers and budgets. That would really be what we need, for 
example, for the new Transport for Edinburgh body now being established. That's how things really get 
done and ideas driven forward.

Please discuss!
 
Lawrence Marshall
e-mail: lawrence336@btinternet.com

•••••
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